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Abstract.  Event-B  [15]  is  a  formal  modeling  method  intended  to  support
refinement,  an  initial  system  description  at  a  high  level  of  abstraction  with
detail added in successive understandable steps. The refinement process may be
carried to its logical conclusion, specification of all detail needed to define an
executable in a high-level language, and automatic generation of source code
from the model via a suitable tool. The introduction of the RODIN [20] tool-set
allows  such  extensions  to  be  provided  by  third-party  developers  [3],  and
translation of Event-B to the C [12] programming language has always been
intended [2]. This paper discusses the requirements of such a tool, introduces
the B2C extension to RODIN that has been developed to meet these needs, and
describes its use on a practical example.
1.  Introduction
The  weaknesses  of  the  C  programming  language  for  the  hand  coding  of  high-
integrity software are well known [6]. However, the flexibility of the language itself,
and the wide variety of development tools available across multiple host and target
platforms [18] have ensured its popularity in this field. The desire to preserve the
platform independence offered by C whilst enforcing good programming techniques
has stimulated the development of various automatic code generation tools [5,13]. C
translation tools from the Classic-B notation [16] have been developed [1,4], in which
models are restated in an intermediate language “B0”, and thence converted to C.
The structure of Event-B and the nature of the tools developed to support it have led
to a direct-translation approach to be proposed [2].
This  paper  considers  a  multi-phased  translation  process.  An  Event-B  model  is
initially restated in an easily translatable sub-set of the notation (the “Rewrite Phase”).
C source code is then automatically generated from the model via an appropriate tool
(the “Translation Phase”). Supporting functions are then added and the source code
compiled to an executable using conventional compilation tools (the “Build Phase”).
2.  Translation Philosophy
Automatic generation of source code from within the RODIN environment may be
regarded as an “open-loop” refinement step, in which no static equivalence checking
against  the  previous  refinement  is  possible.  Therefore,  a  design  philosophy  of
performing all possible transformations within the RODIN environment is adopted in
order  to  minimize  translator  tool  complexity  (and  therefore  the  risk  of  bugs).
Rewriting of abstract Event-B notation in forms similar to the emitted C form are
enforced,  and  discharge  of  any  resulting  Proof  Obligations  [8]  used  to  verify  the
correctness of the restatement.Traceability between the source model and the generated code is also desirable.
Static traceability is provided to enable a human reviewer to inspect generated code
and easily understand its functionality in terms of the source model. This implies
automatic insertion of clear and useful comments, packaging of code into C functions
directly  corresponding  to  the  source  events,  and  generation  of  variables  directly
corresponding to those in  the  model.  Such  code  structuring  also  enables  dynamic
traceability:  the  ability  to  trace  the  triggering  and  internal  operation  of  functions
during at run-time using conventional debugging tools [14]. Dynamic traceability is
further enhanced by the automatic insertion of additional function calls, which may be
externally populated with instrumentation or logging functionality.
Event-B does not explicitly define program termination: completion is implicit in
the triggering of a deadlock condition causing any further state transitions to cease.
This is a valid form of functional modeling but for conventional software applications
explicit  termination  may  be  required.  Therefore  mechanisms  to  detect  deadlock
conditions  are  automatically  inserted.  Particularly,  mechanisms  are  provided  to
distinguish explicit deadlock (in which an event with no state-modifying actions is
triggered) and implicit deadlock (in which no event is triggered by the current state).
Thus erroneously introduced deadlock conditions are detectable in models intended to
implement  full  enabledness  (i.e.  provision  of  explicit  events  for  all  possible  state
conditions). Event-B models do not specify precise behavior in the event of system
deadlock being entered, and flexible mechanisms are provided to allow this to be
defined  by  a  control  environment  outside  the  Event-B  derived  functionality.  For
example, detection of deadlock may be programmed to terminate program execution,
perform a system reset, or continue in a dead loop.
As an implemented machine is necessarily composed of all its component events,
translation of all events in the final refinement of an Event-B model is attempted. The
deliberate  packaging  of  events  into  separate  C  functions  precludes  possible
optimizations such as the merging of common guards, imposing a performance cost.
These features differ from those initially proposed for the RODIN development road
map  [2].
3.  The B2C Plug-in
Event-B is supported by RODIN, an open-source tool implemented in the Eclipse
framework, which actively supports the development of extension plug-ins [17] by
exposing model information stored in an internal database, via defined APIs. The C
translation  tool  “B2C”  is  implemented  as  such  an  Eclipse  plug-in,  using  the
recommended interfaces [11] to traverse the statically checked internal database, thus
decoupling  the  tool  from  the  syntax  of  the  Event-B  notation  by  accessing  its
underlying meaning. B2C was developed in Java against version 0.8.2 of RODIN,
using  the  standard  Eclipse  Plug-in  Development  Environment.  It  is  installed  into
RODIN as a single plug-in component, with no component dependencies apart from
the base RODIN platform.
The plug-in exposes a very simple user interface: execution is initiated via an icon
in the GUI tool bar or a drop-down the menu bar and textual feedback is provided via
the console. Selection of projects, machines and events to be translated is performedautomatically,  requiring  no  user  input.  All  error  conditions  result  in  an  error
description being displayed via the console.
4.  The Rewrite Phase
The user is required to provide a final refinement step to a model to restate the
model in a more translatable form, using an easily translatable sub-set of Event-B.
This sub-set is tabulated with its general C translations in Table 1.
Table 1. Supported Event-B syntax.
Event-B C Comment
n..m int Integer type
x ∈ Y Y x; Scalar declaration
x ∈ n..m → Y Y x[m+1]; Array declaration
x :∈ Y /* No action */ Indeterminate initialization
x = y if(x==y) { Conditional
x ≠ y if(x!=y) { Conditional
x < y if(x<y) { Conditional
x ≤ y if(x<=y) { Conditional
x > y if(x>y) { Conditional
x ≥ y if(x>=y) { Conditional
x = y + z x = y + z; Arithmetic assignment
x = y   z x = y   z; Arithmetic assignment
x = F(y) F(y,&x); Function assignment
(a↦b) = F(x↦y) F(x,y,&a,&b); Function assignment
x = a(y) x = a(y); Array assignment
x ≔ y x = y; Scalar action
a ≔ a  {x↦y} a(x) = y; Array action
a ≔ a  {x↦y}  {i↦j} a(x)=y;a(i)=j; Array actions
An example of such a re-written event is shown in Figure 1. All constants defined
in a model’s context must be replaced with their literal values. Guards specifying
membership of number ranges must be replaced with explicit comparison statements:
in the case of global state variables, their range-defining invariant statements may
allow the check to be simplified, providing that corresponding Proof Obligations are
discharged.  Abstract sets  must be given explicit  numerical  meanings  via  mapping
functions.  Nested  statements  must  be  unfolded  via  introduced  intermediate  local
variables.
In  order  to  prevent  global  variables  being  used  after  modification  by  previous
actions, global variables are disallowed from the right side of assignments and must
be restated as intermediate local variables.
Membership statements must provide explicit type information. Valid domains are
numerical ranges and a small set of special defined types: DataSmall, DataShort and
DataLong, representing the bit-map meaning of C 8, 16 and 32 bit types (i.e. unsigned
char,  unsigned  short  and  unsigned  int).  Numerical  ranges  are  translated  to  the  Csigned integer type and are checked within the tool for being valid within the type’s
expressible range. The use of the membership comparison for this type specification
is outside its original intended purpose, and introduces a risk of inadvertent guard
strengthening leading to unintended deadlock.
Figure 1: Example rewritten event
The translation of logical OR operators with guards is deliberately not supported.
Thus  all  events  with  such  guards  must  be  refined  to  2  refined  events,  separately
specifying the alternate constituent conditions.  This re-write requirement does not
contribute  to  the  C  translation  process,  but  enforces  division  of  events  into  their
simplest form for traceability purposes
Although not enforced by B2C, is recommended that the rewrite phase also be used
to  merge  events  wherever  possible:  the  translation  process  implicitly  freezes  the
selection  of  a  particular  event  in  indeterminate  models,  and  this  will  lead  to
unreachable code being generated for events containing identical guards.
5.  The Translation Phase
Once a model has been re-written, B2C translation is invoked by a single user
action. All selection and translation processes are then scheduled automatically. No
explicit  selection  of  a  particular  project  or  refinement  layer  within  a  project  is
required.  The  translation  process  is  repeated  for  all  the  projects  loaded  into  the
RODIN  workspace  and  all  leaf-machines  (i.e.  those  found  to  have  no  further
refinement) within a project are selected for translation. A single C file is produced
for each leaf machine, named after the source Event-B machine and written to the
NopOk
REFINES NopOk
ANY
 opVal
WHERE
 grd2:opVal=Data2Nat(mem(instPtr))
 grd1: opVal =  16
 grd3: instPtr ∈ InstArrayDom
 grd4: status =  RUNING
THEN
 act1: instPtr := instPtr + NopSize
END
NopOk
REFINES NopOk
ANY
 op
 opVal
 nextInstPtr
WHERE
 grd6: op ∈ DataSmall
 grd7: op =  mem(instPtr)
 grd5: opVal ∈ 0..255
 grd2: opVal= Data2Nat(op)
 grd1: opVal =  16
 grd3: instPtr <=  99994
 grd4: statusCode =  2
 grd8: nextInstPtr ∈ 0..1000000
 grd9: nextInstPtr =  instPtr + 1
THEN
 act1: instPtr :=  nextInstPtr
ENDselected  RODIN  workspace  directory.  If  translation  of  a  machine  fails,  the  tool
immediately proceeds with translation of the next.
Figure 2: Example translation header
An  example  of  the  first  part  of  the  machine  translation  is  shown  in  Figure  2.
Generation of the C file begins with the insertion of header comments containing a
timestamp and references to the source RODIN project and machine. A preprocessor
include statement is inserted to reference a user-supplied header file for the definition
of all externally coded functions (e.g. those derived from un-interpreted functions).
Declarations  for  all  global  variables  are  then  inserted.  Global  variable  type
information  is  derived  from  the  type-defining  INVARIANT  statements  within  the
machine, which may expressed as integer ranges, specially supported bit-map types or
arrays of these defined by mapping functions.
The  machine’s  INITIALISATION  event  is  translated.  The  Event-B  becomes-
equal-to and becomes-member-of operators are supported in the actions of this event.
Becomes-equal-to results in a C assignment of a literal value being generated for the
global in question. The becomes-member-of results in no assignment being generated
and the variable being deliberately left uninitalised, although a comment is inserted
for traceability purposes. This is a valid form for C, although illegal in other high-
level languages, and reflects the indeterminate state specified in the source model.
Header and INITIALISATION function generation is then followed by generation
of individual functions corresponding to each event, followed by an overall calling
function.
/* Generated from RODIN project [Midas] file [MidasRegMchB2C] */
/* Generated [12.15] on [24/11/2008] */
/* Header containing any externally defined headers */
#include "EventbIncludes.h"
/* Global variables defined in [MidasRegMchB2C.mch] */
int instPtr; /* Integer in range 1-99992 */
unsigned char memByte[1 + 299999]; /* Array with max index 299999 */
/* Event1 [INITIALISATION] */
BOOL INITIALISATION(void)
{
/* No guards in this event */
/* Actions */
instPtr = 1;
/* memByte BECOMES_MEMBER_OF: no assignment generated */
/* Report hit */
ReportEventbEvent("INITIALISATION",1);
return BTRUE;
}5.1  Event Translation
B2C attempts to generate an individual C function for each event in the source
machine. A translated function is not generated for a “null” event, (i.e. that with a
guard of  false) and a comment is instead inserted for traceability purposes.  This
automatic reduction is performed to avoid generation of unreachable run-time code.
An example event and its C translation are shown in Figure 3. The event-derived
function uses a common API: all variables within the C source are derived directly
from  either  the  VARIABLES  statements  of  the  source  machine,  and  have  global
scope, or from the ANY statement of the particular event, and are entirely local to the
corresponding  function.  Therefore  no  parameters  are  passed  to  the  function.  The
function returns a boolean value, signaling whether the event has been triggered to its
calling environment at run-time. After  generation of the function  header, all local
variable declarations are inserted at the beginning of the function, giving them scope
across the whole function.
Guard statements within an event can model a number of different meanings within
the translated function: the type definition of a local variable, the assignment of a
value  to  a  local  variable,  or  a  conditional  statement.  Thus  each  guard  must  be
automatically  analyzed  to  resolve  this  ambiguity  from  context  information.  For
example, the equals relation may signify an assignment or equality comparison, and
the precise meaning (and hence the resulting translation) deduced from the type and
scope of its operands. A further ambiguity that must be resolved is the meaning of a
functional-image relation, which may be used to model a data array or an external
(un-interpreted) function.
Once the guards of the event have been categorized, those conferring local variable
type information are consumed during insertion of the variable declarations, and those
remaining are used to generate local assignment and conditional statements. Local
variable type information is derived in a similar fashion to that for global variables,
but using a guard information instead of a type-defining INVARIANT. Again types
may be expressed as integer ranges or specially supported bit-map types, and range
validity checking is performed on integer ranges before the C unsigned integer type is
used. Conditionals are implemented as individual early-returns (returning a boolean
false to signal that the event has not been triggered) enabled by the logical negation of
the conditional. Thus deeply nested conditional statements are avoided, improving
traceability  and  run-time  performance.  Lazy  insertion  of  assignments  to  local
variables used in each conditional is performed (i.e. values and their dependencies are
only assigned immediately prior to their use). This improves performance by avoiding
calculation  of  unnecessary  assignments,  and  ensures  that  preconditions  for
assignments are satisfied prior to their calculation.Figure 3: Example event and derived C
An  alternative  structure  would  be  the  placing  of  each  conditional  in  nested
statements, using directly translated conditionals (i.e. not negated) and local variables
declared within nested scope ranges. However, this would greatly increase plug-in
complexity  and  reduce  traceability.  Once  all  conditionals  have  been  inserted,  any
remaining local assignments, (i.e. those used within the event actions) are inserted
with a comment.
The  meaning  of  functional-image  statements  within  the  model  is  automatically
resolved to an array if the mapping is a global variable, otherwise a call to an un-
interpreted function is inserted. C only supports the returning of single values from
function calls, and therefore all values are returned from un-interpreted values by
reference,  the  reference  pointers  being  supplied  in  the  function’s  API  calling
parameters.
The next stage of event translation is the insertion of actions. Event-B actions are
assumed to be concurrent, implying that all state modification in the actions is only
valid  in  the  entire  event  post-condition.  Therefore,  dependency  checks  must  be
NopOk
REFINES NopOk
ANY
op
opVal
nextInstPtr
WHERE
grd6: op :  DataSmall
grd7: op =  mem(instPtr)
grd5: opVal :  DataSmallNat
grd2: opVal= DataSmall2Nat(op)
grd1: opVal =  16
grd3: instPtr <=  99994
grd4: statusCode =  2
grd8: nextInstPtr :  DataLargeNat
grd9: nextInstPtr =  instPtr + 1
THEN
act1: instPtr :=  nextInstPtr
END
/* Event5 [NopOk] */
BOOL NopOk(void)
{
/* Local variable declarations */
DataLargeNat nextInstPtr;
DataSmall op;
DataSmallNat opVal;
/* Guard 1 */
op = mem[instPtr];
DataSmall2Nat(op,&opVal);
if(opVal!=16) return BFALSE;
/* Guard 2 */
if(instPtr>99994) return BFALSE;
/* Guard 3 */
if(statusCode!=2) return BFALSE;
/* Local assignments in actions */
nextInstPtr = (instPtr+1);
/* Actions */
instPtr = nextInstPtr;
/* Report hit */
ReportEventbEvent("NopOk",5);
return BTRUE;
}performed to ensure that any state variable used as an action assignee has not already
been modified to its post-condition prior to use. Disallowing all state variables in the
right  side  of  actions  crudely  enforces  this  requirement:  any  such  actions  must  be
modified in the re-write phase to store its value in an intermediate local variable and
use that as the assignee in the action. Translation of assignments to scalar variables
and  override  statements  acting  on  array-type  variables  are  supported  within  the
actions.
After action insertion, fall-through footer code is inserted to implement run-time
traceability  and  signaling  functions  in  the  case  of  the  event  being  triggered.  A
function call, passing an integer event identifier and an event name string, is inserted.
These  parameters  are  automatically  populated  with  a  unique  integer  value  and
meaningful identifier string giving the name of the event in the model, allowing the
usage of these parameters to be defined externally by the calling environment. The
special case of the event having no actions (i.e. an explicit deadlock condition) is
detected: a call-out to a special function “ReportEventbExplicitDeadlock” is inserted,
allowing the calling environment to handle the case specially if desired. Finally, a
fall-through statement returning a boolean true is inserted: thus the function signals to
the calling environment that the event has been triggered at run-time.
5.2  Calling Function Generation
After  all  events  have  been  translated,  a  calling  function  is  inserted  to  attempt
execution of each event function until triggering of an event is detected. Again, early
return  (of  a  boolean  true)  on  detection  of  event  triggering  is  used  to  maximize
performance. A fall-through statement (returning a boolean false) is inserted at the
end of the function. Thus detection of implicit deadlock is signaled to the calling
environment, allowing particular handling to be implemented if desired. An example
calling function is shown in Figure 4. The calling function “Iterate” implements a
single iteration of the Event-B model, the level of specification given by the model
itself. The function is intended to be iterated by a calling environment to implement
normal run-time behavior. In order to facilitate event logging and storage in a calling
environment, a function is included returning the number of event functions in the
model.
It should be noted that the calling function implicitly introduces determinism into
models  containing  non-deterministic  event  triggering.  Events  are  run  in  the  same
order,  defined  by  their  position  in  the  Event-B  model,  Therefore  in  the  case  of
multiple events being enabled precedence is always given to earlier events.Figure 4: Example generated event-calling function
6.  The Build Phase
Once  automatic  translation  of  the  Event-B  model  is  complete,  an  execution
environment must be provided and compiled by a suitable C development tool chain.
Implementing  functions  must  be  provided  for  all  un-interpreted  functions,  the
instrumentation  functions,  and  deadlock  handling  functions  if  any  have  been
generated. Manual editing of the generated C file is not to be performed, and therefore
prototypes  to  these  functions  are  defined  in  the  file  “EventbIncludes.h”,  whose
inclusion  has  been  automatically  inserted.  A  top-level  C  main  function  must  be
provided to call the generated functions “INITIALISATION” and “Iterate”. The only
procedural requirement is the calling of INITIALISATION prior to Iterate. All other
behavior regarding iteration control may be selected. The INITIALISATION function
is  exposed  to  allow  later  calls  to  it  by  the  execution  environment,  providing  a
mechanism for run-time reset of the Event-B machine if required. Platform and tool-
specific libraries and definitions, such as console output services, are also provided.
BOOL Iterate(void)
{
if( Loading()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( LoadComplete()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( UnknownOpCode0()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( NopOk()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( NopBadPc()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( NopBadQualifier()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
……..
if( UnknownOpCodeA()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( UnknownOpCodeB()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( UnknownOpCodeC()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( UnknownOpCodeD()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( UnknownOpCodeE()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( UnknownOpCodeF()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( Halted()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
if( Failed()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE;
/* Signal deadlock */
return BFALSE;
}
int EventCount(void)
{
return 108;
}Figure 5: Example calling environment
An example execution environment is shown is Figure 5. In the particular example
the machine is invoked only once and, after initialization, is iterated continuously
without  any  scheduling  constraints  until  either  implicit  or  explicit  deadlock  is
detected.  Implicit  deadlock  is  flagged  as  an  error  condition,  explicit  deadlock  is
treated as normal execution.
Instrumentation  calls  have  been  extended  (not  shown)  to  log  the  triggering  of
events during execution, and at execution completion a display function is called to
summarize the number of hits detected for each.
/* Top-level calling function for auto-generated Event-B events */
#include "Instrumentation.h"
#include "EventbTypes.h"
#include "EventbReporting.h"
/* Prototypes for auto-generated Event-B */
BOOL INITIALISATION(void);
BOOL Iterate(void);
void main(void)
{
/* Call Initialisation */
INITIALISATION();
/* Iterate until deadlock hit */
while(1) {
/* Check for deadlock */
if(Iterate()==BFALSE) {
ErrPrintf("Unexpected deadlock detected.\n");
break;
}
else if(ExplicitDeadlockDetected()==TRUE) {
InstPrintf("Explicit deadlock detected.\n");
break;
}
else {
/* Continue */
}
}
/* Dump event summary */
DumpEventLog();
}7.  Usage Case
The B2C tool was specifically developed for the generation of source code for
MIDAS [21], a Virtual Machine (VM) capable of executing binary images built from
C  programs  using  conventional  compilation  tools.  MIDAS  was  developed  as  a
demonstration of a generic Event-B model, capturing the generic properties of binary
Instruction  Set  Architectures  (ISAs)  in  order  to  provide  a  re-usable  template  for
development of other formally proven ISAs. As a demonstration of the flexibility of
the technique, 2 variants of the MIDAS ISA were constructed: a stack-based machine
and randomly accessible register array machine. GCC [18] compilers were developed
and used to generate binary executables from hand coded test suites.
Both variants were automatically translated to C using B2C. Translation of both
machines  was  completed  on  a  2.2Ghz  Pentium  running  Windows  XP  in
approximately 5 seconds. The number of constructed events and resulting lines of C
code are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. MIDAS translation metrics.
Variant Events Lines B
(Rewritten) Lines C
Stack 108 3016 4092
Register 112 3328 4444
The  Build  Phase  was  implemented  using  Microsoft  Developer  Studio  97  to
generate Windows console applications. After translation, each variant was built into
2 different calling environments. The standard environment initiates the loading of a
single binary image into the VM and allows it to run to completion before terminating
on detection of explicit deadlock. The test environment repeatedly initiates execution
of the VM with a series of binary images, allowing each to run to completion before
resetting the VM with the INITIALISATION function before loading the next. The
environment is used to exercise all the constructed events of each VM variant.
8.  Future Developments
B2C was developed with the specific goal of providing a test executable for the
MIDAS VM, but provides a working prototype for a variety of future developments.
8.1  Improved Guard Analysis
As discussed, the guard statements within an event must be categorized to infer
their the procedural meaning in a generated function, and logic for the forms used in
the MIDAS example  has been  shown  to  be  correct.  Consideration  of  other  guard
statements should be considered: this may lead to additional information having to be
supplied to model in the form of user interaction or an enriched notation.
The use of the membership statements in the guards to re-state type information is
not  ideal.  A  particular  side  effect  is  the  possible  accidental  introduction  of  guard
strengthening  leading  to  deadlock,  which  should  to  be  defended  against  using
appropriate model-checking techniques. Therefore consideration should be given toautomatic type extraction from the RODIN model, with its corresponding increase in
complexity.
8.2  Automatic Rewrite Phase
Increased translator  complexity  inevitably  brings  increased  risk  of  unreliability,
and for this reason B2C introduces the model re-writing phase within the verification
environment  prior  to  the  automatic  translation  phase.  This  step  must  currently  be
performed manually, but a possible approach is its automation via an independent
plug-in.  Thus,  the  translation  process  could  be  further  automated  whilst  still
minimizing the risk of undiscoverable translation errors.
8.3  Scale Handling
Current development on RODIN includes planned management of larger models
[10],  and  consideration  should  be  given  to  scalability  issues  during  code  auto-
generation  also.  Desirable  features  include  the  splitting  of  generated  code  across
multiple  files  and  automatic  provision  of  external  function  prototypes  in  suitable
header files.
8.4  Refinement-based Structuring
Successive  refinement  of  events  within  an  Event-B  model  provides  grouping
information about the events. The B2C tool has visibility of this information via the
RODIN internal database, and could exploit it to recursively generate nesting calling
functions  corresponding  to  the  abstract  events,  aiding  traceability.  Merging  of
common  event  guards  is  currently  avoided  in  order  to  preserve  direct  mapping
between Event-B statements and translated code, at the cost of possible performance
optimizations. However, if translatable guards can be located in abstract versions of
event groupings, guards eliminating the execution of an event group may be inserted,
improving run-time performance.
8.5  Automatic Traceability Support
B2C currently inserts numerous comments into emitted source code to improve
ease of review by a human reader. This facility could be expanded to the insertion of
rich comments allowing automatic downward traceability between an Event-B model
and  its  corresponding  auto-generated  code,  via  a  suitable  RODIN  extension.  In
combination  with  higher-level  tools  linking  formal  models  to  natural  language
specifications [7], this would allow a complete traceability chain to be established
between a top-level document and corresponding source code.
8.6  Target Language Enhancement
Coding standards exist to improve reliability and portability of C source code [9].
Such guidelines are intended to avoid common coding errors during manual coding
but also avoid the use of ambiguously specified areas of the language itself, which
give rise to different behaviors when compiled by different  tool  chains.  They  aretherefore appropriate to automatically generated source code and their use should be
investigated.
C was selected as a target language for Event-B translation for its flexibility and
availability. The automatic translation techniques developed are applicable to other
high-level languages [19].
9.  Conclusions
It  has  been  shown  that  Event-B  models  may  be  automatically  translated  to  C
source code, provided that sufficient refinement has been performed to introduce full
determinism and use an easily translatable sub-set of the notation. The RODIN tool
supports development of an appropriate plug-in translation tool well, by provision of
all necessary model information via supported interfaces. RODIN’s use of an internal
database populated with pre-parsed model information allows generation to be based
on the underlying meaning of a model and reduces dependence on the exact syntax of
the  notation.  This  will  improve  maintainability  in  the  event  of  future  notation
changes, such as the addition of syntactic sugar constructs.
Automatic  generation  of  a  model  to  a  language  outside  the  Formal  Methods
environment precludes  static equivalence checking of this  final  “refinement”  step.
Therefore mechanisms are introduced to provide static traceability between the model
and source code, and dynamic traceability between the model and executable at run-
time.
The B2C tool has been developed as a plug-in to RODIN, using recommended
interfaces and methods. B2C has then been used to demonstrate the technique against
models of non-trivial size: in the order of 100 events yielding approximately 4000
lines of C code. The demonstration has also highlighted possible improvements in the
technique,  particularly  in  the  fields  of  automatic  model  refinement,  variable  type
extraction, and deduction of guard meanings.References
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